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Here is a book that will help you teach your children about families, babies, and sexual intimacy. It is

designed as a tool for parents to use in passing on to their children an attitude of joy and wonder at

God's gift of sexuality.
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images not appropriate, please refer to every man's/woman's battle books to understand what I

mean. i know what sparked impure thoughts in me and my cousins and this book has it. there are

several pictures of nude couples (course u cant see the private parts). Adam and eve where eve is

facing away from the audience with her legs spread eagle and adam has his hand halfway up her

thigh, for example. now my kids are very keen on that stuff and thats just not a seed i want to plant

or grow roots. dont get me wrong, we dont keep our kids under a rock, how can u anyway with

public school. but we want to teach them the best response. also content is terrible attempt to teach

what sex is and what purity means. is not biblical at all! i bought 2 different books to approach this

topic and puberty along with purity. this book written in a "law bound" mindset-"you HAVE to stay

pure because its the right thing to do" type stuff rather than explaining the truth and giving that

responsibility to the child in a way that is edifying rather than condemning like this book does. the

other book that i ordered, What Is God's Design for My Body (The Miracle of Creation Series) Susan

Horner, which does an AWESOME job explaining the value the kids have in Gods eyes and purity is

a great way to show value to yourself God and others. (i am horrible with explaining these things,



that why i am searching for something to explain it cuz i wasnt raised this way. though i have a good

understanding the words just arent there yet. i already loaned it to a friend so i cant quote and give a

great example. so know that my words to express this 2nd book are lacking). she does a good job

explaining puberty especially on the boys end(girls is great too but boys i find to be more difficult)

with wet dreams and such.
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